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Abstract. The process of Free and Open Source Software development is 
explained and compared with Proprietary Software development. The 
requirements and difficulties of implementing computer information systems in 
Healthcare environments is discussed, and some Free and Open Source 
Software projects in the area are cited. Some advantages of F/OSS over 
proprietary software for healthcare informatics environments are presented and 
measures to accelerate F/OSS adoption are suggested. 

1 Basic Concepts 

Particularly in a workshop about open source software, it shouldn't be necessary to 
explain (again) what Free and Open Source Software (F/OSS) is, but experience 
shows that often, even amongst technical experts and decision makers, there are still 
many misconceptions and prejudices. 

Free Software is as old as software itself, but was only formally defined in 1983 with 
the creation of the Free Software Foundation1, as software whose user2 is granted the 
following fundamental rights or liberties [1, 2, 15]: 

1. The right to use the software as he pleases; 
2. The right to study how the software works, and to adapt it to his needs; 
3. The right to help his neighbour by giving him copies of the software 
4. The right to improve the software by changing it, and distribute those 

changes. 

The Free Software Foundation was a reaction to the evolution of the software industry 
towards business models based on the licensing of intellectual property, which 
became the software's industry generally accepted model for decades [8]. In 1998, the 
Open Source Initiative3 coined the term “Open Source Software” (OSS) to place more 
emphasis on the availability of the code than on the user's freedom, but for most 
practical purposes we can join them under the same acronym: F/OSS [2, 5, 6, 7]. 
Recently, the success of F/OSS projects such as. Linux, OpenOffice.org, or Apache, 
raised some questions on the generally accepted practises on this field. Some people, 

                                                           
1 http://www.fsf.org 
2 Notice the emphasis on the user, and not the owner of the software as in proprietary software's 

licenses. 
3 http://www.opensource.org 
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both supporters and detractors, see F/OSS as a political and/or philosophical 
statement. Others, although aware of the benefits, have difficulty in finding 
sustainable business models [10, 12, 14, 18, 21]. 

The author believes that F/OSS is part of a “paradigm change” [2, 4] in the industry of 
software development and commercialization, and as such, still hard to grasp due to 
years of predefined mind frames. After the hardware revolution brought by the PC, 
finally the commoditization of software is about to arrive. 

2 Classic Software Development Process 

Even when our professions have nothing to do with the software industry, we can 
share a common understanding of how software is normally produced: Companies 
detect what they perceive are user needs, and translate them to software 
specifications. They assemble software engineering departments to create software 
based on those requirements. When ready, software (1) is packaged, priced and 
promoted, and sent to market (2), either directly or through chains of distributors and 
value-added resellers (3). Customers eventually buy the software and use it (often, 
users and buyers are not the same), providing the software company directly or 
indirectly, with money and feedback about the software: 

 
Fig. 1. Proprietary software development process. 

Feedback gets thinner and distorted by all these layers, but eventually reaches the 
software developers, who then improve the software with bug corrections, new 
features, improved usability, and the cycle repeats itself. During all these phases, the 
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source code, object of all these investments, is kept securely locked and under the 
company's control. 

2.1 Process Critique 

Figure 1 highlights the great number of layers between software development and the 
final users, which makes this development process very inefficient: bug correction is 
slow, and the new features and improvements only by chance meet what the user 
wants or needs [3]. 

Additionally, developers of proprietary software cannot use software from other 
sources: if it's also proprietary software, it's protected and they would incur in piracy. 
If it's F/OSS, most likely the result would have to be F/OSS as well. Someone who 
believes that can make a better job than, for example, Microsoft at its spreadsheet 
program Excel, cannot just pick the software and change some parts: he/she has to 
develop it totally from scratch, even the most basic functions. The wheel gets re-
invented several times, but this seldom means more innovation, since most effort is 
wasted in avoiding patents or copyrighted code [6, 7, 15]. 

Another characteristic of software is that its cost is usually very high in the 
development stage, but negligible during product reproduction. This means that when 
a company is able to gain some market advantage over its competitors, it becomes 
very difficult for these to overthrow them: as more users buy the software, more 
money is flown into including features into that software, making it much better than 
competition. A larger user basis also means that is easier to exchange experiences and 
files, which reinforces the effect [32]. All these characteristics have turned the 
software market into a set of a few niche monopolies. Being well-managed 
companies, every proprietary software company also tries to follow Porter's 
recommendation of implementing barriers to entry and this translate into some sort of 
customer lock-in, and standards avoidance. 

Even with all these limitations, this model was the industry standard for decades and, 
as in an Henry Ford's assembly line, all the management focus was to improve each 
individual step (rapid prototyping tools, lean software, market surveys, complex 
licensing contracts, ...) but not to change the underlying model itself. 

2.2 And then, F/OSS Came Along... 

The F/OSS phenomenon has been the subject of many analysis and studies, 
particularly in what concerns individual motivation [2, 10, 13, 18]. It's difficult to 
understand how so many put effort and resources into such projects. What do they 
gain from this? 
Much research has also been done as to the applicable business models: how is it 
possible for a company, to make money without proprietary software licenses [12]? 
The fact is that, even in the classical business model, only a few companies really 
make money from software licenses. Most of IT companies survive by providing 
customers with services: consultancy, analysis and studies, bundled solutions 
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(hardware, software and services) design, project management, punctual software 
development, training, support and assistance, etc. That doesn't change with F/OSS. 
Only the software line of the invoice gets smaller, a lot smaller. 

3 The F/OSS Development Process 

The general perception is that F/OSS is developed by hackers: programmers with lot 
of free time, that for ideological inclinations hate big corporations. They are not the 
type of entity that serious business should rely on. Although such cases might exist, 
reality is very far from this. Reality is that most successful F/OSS projects have big 
corporations behind them. Take Linux, with Red-Hat, Novell, IBM, or Sun. But look 
also at Apache, OpenOffice.org, MySQL, and many others. All these projects have 
large development basis, but have even larger user basis. The programmers have other 
motivations than just to use the software, and is not required that all users contribute 
with code (in fact, very few do). 

Even when they don't provide lines of code, users do provide a lot of direct feedback, 
which rapidly improves the software: bugs are quickly detected and corrected, user 
needs are usually clear to developers, and normally implemented as soon as possible. 
The proximity of users and developers and the lack of vendor lock-in mechanisms 
make it very hard for companies to stay in business if they do not provide good 
support to their customers (remember, their core business is support and not the sale 
of software licenses). 

Commercial companies might contribute to the code, or just provide additional 
services, like training and support. The communities in a F/OSS project are not a tight 
coherent group, but more several groups that, sometimes, intersect each other: 

 
Fig. 2. F/OSS development process. 

At all phases of the cycle, the code is available to everyone, inside and outside the 
project. To be able to be developed by several distant groups, and to take advantage of 
pre-existing code, F/OSS projects have to rely on strict adherence to standards, not 
only at the level of software interoperability, but also at the community level. This 
requirements is so strong that when existing standards are inadequate (either 
technically or due to legal constraints), F/OSS communities often create them. Many 
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technological standards of our time are by-products of F/OSS projects: HTML, 
TCP/IP, SQL, W3C, ODF, ... 

The development process is also very efficient, since everyone with a itch [3], can 
build on top of existing F/OSS code and just improve it. The rapid evolution of the 
code and short release cycles when compared with proprietary software might be 
perceived as lack of stability, but that is a false perception: there is no need to delay 
the introduction of a new set of features to make a big marketing campaign. 

Contents are just as important as the software tools used. The emergence of Web 2.0 
is a direct consequence of the success of F/OSS tools: Wikipedia, Youtube, Hi5, 
Google and Amazon would not be possible without F/OSS, and notice that, although 
relying heavily on F/OSS not all of these initiatives are free: F/OSS adoption does not 
mean “anti-commercial”. 

3.1 Process Critique 

Some proprietary software companies have invested heavily in lobbying and 
marketing against F/OSS but their arguments can hardly be considered independent. 
However, some academical studies exist [19] that try to show that F/OSS is inefficient 
and bad for the economy. Basically their argument is that without a price mechanism 
to reward the best, no market equilibrium can be found. 

One could reply that there are other market considerations than price, but let us just 
add that market theory, is a theory to explain reality. It has worked well in many 
situations, but should not impose itself to facts, and the facts are that F/OSS has 
shown that can create good, business viable, software. 

Granted, the evaluation of F/OSS success is not as easy as in the classical model, 
where you count licenses sold and balance sheet results. For some products like 
Apache there are Netcraft statistics, but for the large majority, F/OSS communities 
are still learning how to do it [5, 14]. 

There are other valid critiques though: F/OSS is less focused in finishing its products 
than their proprietary counterparts. Marketing is poorer and user friendliness tends to 
have a delay of one or two years, but that sometimes also means that you can have the 
same functionality with one or two year’s older hardware. 

4 Healthcare Informatics: Not “Business as Usual” 

Healthcare is a huge market of billions of euros, and healthcare informatics one of the 
largest pieces of this cake4, which makes it a very appealing market to many IT 
companies. 
The common assumption in many of these companies is that Management 
Information Systems and Health Information Systems are just about one and the same 

                                                           
4 Sources: Gartner Databook (August 2008); IDC's and Health Industry Insight's Market 

Research Report (January 2007). 
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thing. Reality is that healthcare environments like a Hospital are far more complex 
than business environments, even very complex ones. Most important, this 
complexity is often hidden and invisible to newcomers. 

This misconception results in several episodes of tremendous waste in Health 
informatics projects [25, 26, 27]. A major justification for these failures is the 
difficulty in involving users, particularly doctors, in the software development 
process. 

Medical professionals’ participation is a critical factor since healthcare problems are 
usually too complex to be solved by individuals, or even small teams. F/OSS projects 
have shown that they can flourish well in distributed settings (the Bazaar effect [3]), 
which makes them better prepared to capture this distributed knowledge. 

Unfortunately, very few of these professionals are aware of IT technology, and even 
fewer are aware of the F/OSS paradigm. Information is out there, but no sales 
delegate or marketing campaign will bring it to them. Nevertheless, the Web 2.0 
effect has already entered the healthcare setting. Patients are becoming ePatients5: 
they search the Internet for information, create forums and on-line support groups. 
Healthcare practitioners have to realize that they are no longer the sole repository of 
knowledge, and they should not oppose the wave, but ride it. How? By understanding 
and embracing it. This is accomplished by helping Health Professionals to learn how 
the F/OSS process works and how they can use it. They are not expected to learn how 
to code, but they need to be involved in the creation process and provide feedback. 

4.1 F/OSS and Healthcare 

Unlike Linux, Firefox or OpenOffice.org, F/OSS does not have large, popular, 
successful projects in Healthcare but, what success stories has proprietary software to 
show in this area? Nevertheless, some small projects were born and are growing, 
particularly in the areas of hospital administration, microbiology, imaging and 
genetics. 

Some examples include: 

• Vista – Openvista6 
• Care2x7 
• ClearHealth8 
• i-Path9 
• OpenEMR10 
• CD-Medic11 

                                                           
5 http://e-patients.net 
6 http://www.openvista.org 
7 http://www.care2x.org 
8 http://www.clearhealth.org 
9 http://ipath.ch 
10 http://openemr.net 
11 http://cdmedicpacsweb.sourceforge.net/cdmedic_en.html 
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• Debian Med12 
• GNUmed13 

These projects were able to create developers and users communities and their 
success will create the necessary culture for larger projects implementation [30, 31]. 

Sometimes, attempts to implement some type of positive discrimination in favour of 
F/OSS, are rejected, with the argument that public administrations should be 
technological neutral, but several local and national governments, and even the 
European Commission, are starting to recognized the potential and benefits of F/OSS 
in healthcare [20]. 

In the US, a new House of Representative Bill (HR 6898)14 focus on electronic health 
information, particularly the key legal concept of health information ownership: who 
should own it? The government? The provider? The patient? 
Other countries are also passing down legislation to foster competition on the 
software market, or to take benefit from the advantages of this type of software 
development. Spain and Sweden have similar initiatives [21, 22, 23]. 

Open Standards. Another important aspect of Healthcare informatics, is the utmost 
respect for standards (HL7 2.x, DICOM, SNOMED CT, LOINC and HIPAA) and, as 
we've mentioned, these are better protected in F/OSS environments. The existence of 
open standards however, is by no means a guarantee of success: open standards exist 
for decades in Healthcare, and are still not standards de facto. As the process of ODF 
and the ISO/IEC 29500:2008 approval has shown for the document format standards, 
the problem is not just a technical problem. 

One of the issues most commonly cited regarding the difficulty of F/OSS introduction 
in Healthcare is the software's reliability, availability and security. These are in fact 
serious issues, but curiously, they are not as often cited in other, equally important 
healthcare fields. No one should consider the implementation of a software, F/OSS or 
proprietary, that does not guarantee adequate levels of reliability, stability and 
support. In this regard, F/OSS often offers more guarantees than commercial 
companies, even big ones. Companies, even large ones, are more likely to exit a line 
of business, than thriving F/OSS communities are likely to disappear, but even if that 
happens, the code is always there to be picked up and supported by someone else. 

One final observation regarding the protection of private data: a fundamental aspect 
of healthcare practice. As the security and cryptography experts know for decades, 
open algorithms are always safer than proprietary ones. F/OSS doesn't just provide a 
viable business model: it’s the best engineering practice. 

 
 

                                                           
12 http://www.debian.org/devel/debian-med 
13 http://wiki.gnumed.de/bin/view/Gnumed 
14 http://www.house.gov/stark/news/110th/legislation/200809-HIT/billtext.pdf 
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5 Future Trends 

Fighting waste in all fronts should be a Healthcare priority at all times. Proprietary 
software generates monopolies, and dries innovation. F/OSS generates standards and 
promotes integration. The choice for Healthcare informatics industry should be an 
easy one. 

The history of recurrent failures in Healthcare IT, particularly in large projects has 
created antibodies among the medical professionals. Additionally F/OSS projects 
typically do not have marketing campaigns and will face negative reviews from 
proprietary solutions vendors. The culture of F/OSS must first be taught and learned 
with small projects. 

Due to current monopolistic market distortions, authorities should issue legislation to 
speed up the process of adoption of open standards, and thus promote local 
ecosystems of F/OSS companies. Otherwise, the future will come… from elsewhere. 

6 Conclusions 

The reasoning in this paper is focused on to two fundamental aspects: 
1. The complexity of most Health Informatics problems are only solvable by 

creating communities that bring together all actors involved, and F/OSS is 
better equipped to achieve this; 

2. Standards are not a goal per se, but a requirement to achieve interoperability 
in any environment, open or proprietary. When de facto standards happen 
also to be open, the costs are lower and competition in general and F/OSS in 
particular, is promoted. 

The argument is not that all F/OSS is better than proprietary software, but that F/OSS 
characteristics are better suited to healthcare informatics problems. 
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